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Introduction:
On the so-called Ukrainian-Russian war

 So-called? - one might ask - so the contagion of “there is no war” myths has 
already spread this far? Or is it the acceptance of the Kremlin’s ideology of war, that there 
is no such thing as “Ukrainian”?
 The answer is that, unfortunately, it is not about the spread and dissemination of 
a synthetic opiate of capital-religion; nor is it about the iron-clad revelations of the iron-
clad great behind the iron-clad walls.
 It is more complicated than that. It is that the society of capital is based on 
nothing being what it seems.
 Where commodity production dominates, capital is in fact the master. The 
production of capital is the highest level of commodity relations, the necessity of 
becoming a commodity becomes total as capital production.
 To become a commodity is to be dissolved into abstract socially necessary labor 
time, expressed in quantities of other labor products. All that is qualitative, personal and 
individual is thus dissolved into the impersonality of labor time expressed in quantities 
of other things, into commodity value. Whoever or whatever is incapable of this is 
superfluous; that is to say, it has no right to exist in the world of capital and commodity.
 The nature of society, the logic of its reproduction, its possibilities, contradictions 
and perspectives are determined by the relations of social production. If production 
is dominated by capital, the conditions, the agents, the aims of production become 
completely impersonal; and everything personal can and must become only a 
personification of the impersonal, a phantom, an interchangeable part.
 The wage worker of capital, whose production, whose labor beyond his concrete 
needs, together with his life and his needs, becomes a commodity value, a wage, that 
is, variable capital, and whose concrete surplus labor becomes an abstract surplus value, 
and finally a profit of capital, ceases to represent anything personal as a component of 
capital, just as capital ceases to represent anything personal for its owner, the beneficiary 
of its profit and power. For in this relation, all the personal must be alienated into the 
ability for the impersonality of these two poles, which are interdependent and thus 
class-forming, i.e. into the commodity-phantom. But in general, the beneficiaries and 
power-holders of capital, as well as its subjects, exploited and dispossessed, can be no 
more in this order than those who, as commodity phantoms, are exploiters and exploited, 
rulers and subjugated. Thus the State can have neither personal character nor omnipotent 
power: not only that it can’t have them a priori, but it is nothing more than a capital 
component. The state robber gangs organized as feudal-like personal dependencies, in a 
gentry/authoritarian way etc. - see e.g. Fidesz - are also formed or are in the process of 
being dissolved for the sake of possession of this impersonal, commodity value, capital 
etc., they are the very personifications of this impersonality, they are subordinated to this 
impersonality despite all personal arrogance and pretensions to omnipotence.
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 The interests and wars of the world of capital, which sustain capital, are the 
impersonal interests and wars of capital; all personifications, whether or not they are 
owners of capital, must exist, fight and perish as personifications of this impersonality. If 
one were to live an autonomous life, without wishing to abolish the relations of capital 
and commodities, that is to say, maintaining but not conforming to the impersonality 
of capital, to the needs of this impersonality, one would not be rewarded with a full and 
complete life without alienation, or even with the fabulous power of the “personal above 
all”. But a lower status among the commodity phantoms, or even the fate of the most 
naïve commodity phantoms, an early death could and would be gained. One cannot leave 
the system in such a way.
 When we speak of this war, we must speak of capital. It is an impersonal 
relation; that is to say, the personifications of capital appearing as spectacle-images are 
only expressions of the competition between capitals. Whether Russians, Ukrainians or 
Americans appear on the images of war crimes is entirely secondary. It is not people’s 
personal characteristics - such as nationality, religion, skin color - that make society and 
war what they are. It is the impersonal forces of society that make people what they are. It 
is all a question of the needs of capital. When people are incapable of questioning capital, 
they become the personification of capital, compete, fight, and ultimately kill for it.

*

 Capital-compatible speculations about Russians, Ukrainians, Putin, Zelensky, 
despotism, democracy, aggression, the homeland, patriotism, the West, the USA, and 
so on, are about nothing more than making the reality of appearances appear to be 
true, i.e. telling only the real and not the truth. In the best case and at most; but also 
in the worst case, it is not about anything other than making the personal suitable for 
the personification of the impersonal relations of capital, for commodity fiction. That 
is to say, to express and realize impersonal capital interests unhindered - if necessary by 
war and mass murder. And in a seemingly very personal way: by tolerating, accepting, 
approving, gaining great profit and power, becoming even more important, i.e., as the 
personification of even greater impersonality, turning even more into a commodity-
phantom; or, from a living commodity phantom into a dead commodity phantom, from 
a useful idiot to a useful executioner pleasing to capital, and then perishing for the sake 
of the country, the community, the comrades – together with the masses of helplessly 
utilized and phantomized “collateral damage”.
 We are facing a classic capitalist war. In a given competitive struggle, 
the impersonal needs of capitals demanded from its “masters”, its owners, i.e. its 
personifications, that the (peaceful) politics of their competitive struggle be pursued 
by means of war. Russian, Ukrainian, and so on - the particular persons of the various 
interest groups, their inclinations, were already devoured; they were never more than 
more fortunate commodity phantoms compared to less fortunate. Or vice versa.
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 It is about accumulation of capital and its domination; so it doesn’t matter who 
started it, who is the aggressor, who is ‘defending’, because each is aggressor and each 
must defend with aggression to remain an aggressor. In the system of capital, war is not 
started. It is continued.
 So-called “Ukrainian” capital, as a competitor of “Russian” capital, for example 
in the field of capitalist agriculture and industry, had higher hopes of cooperation with 
the capital of the “West” than of absorption by “Russian” capital. “Russian” capital 
saw its own reproduction as secured if it definitively broke off this cooperation by force 
and liquidated its competitors. Added to this, the interest of “US” capital against both 
the “EU” capital and “Russian” capital, and vice versa, and even, if we look at the 
grain market in the Middle East, firstly against “Ukrainian” capital. Add to this the 
interconnectedness and confusion of EU capital, because of capitalist gas and oil and 
mutual investment and non-investment; the wariness of “Chinese” capital about what it 
might gain from all these; and, in addition, the capital of the military-industrial-credit 
complexes, its hedging - war for war’s sake -, and thus the securing of its reproduction for 
social stability. And in the great stability-creation, the skulduggery of smaller scavengers. 
The war of capital for capital - that’s what happens.
 But how can capital be so free to destroy cities, murder the masses, organize 
famines? Simple. By the fact that the wage-working class, which produces capital against 
itself, has practically remained a commodity-phantom.
 The main reason for this in this region is that the social-democratic-Bolshevik 
way of building “communism” (i.e. the Soviet Union) has been proved, not only 
theoretically - as many people understood already in the Leninist period, and even 
before - but also in practice, for the masses, to be impossible. It is not possible to cure the 
state with the state, capital with capital; the sociality of the party that can become and 
becomes a state and not a society can only reform the impersonality of capital into the 
impersonality of capital subordinated to the accumulation of state power. Although it 
calls itself communist and achieves spectacular “progress”, it is ultimately capable of no 
more than the restoration of capitalism, the securing of the rule of capital. In other words, 
as a negator of communism, it is only capable to negate communism.
 It owed its victory, its rule and its downfall to the fact that it could and did 
transform all the non-capitalist self-organization of the masses of the subjugated, the 
exploited and the dispossessed into the organization of the party-state - the social-
democratic project, because of the unrejected, untried “communism” built as a state, 
and because of the superficial experience of the bitter successes of the past, where leaders 
and the led together achieved apparent (partial) victories against capital. But it also 
meant the atomization of the masses to the fullest possible extent by the “new”, “Soviet” 
ruling class, in the name of and in the hope of old and new successes; in fact, in order 
to make the new ruling class what it was: living, thriving and growing more powerful 
by using the masses of the subjugated, the exploited, the dispossessed. And when the 
possibilities of the system were exhausted, and the masses, as atomized phantoms of 
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commodities essentially dependent on the state and capital, were incapable of any other 
kind of sociality, of rejecting the restoration of capital and of organizing themselves 
accordingly, the masses of the subjected, the exploited, the dispossessed, formed a forced 
or enthusiastic united front with the ruling class for the realization of the unlimited rule 
of capital. In the name of the fact that it may be worse, but it will be different.
 And it became, because it had to become. It is also different and worse: 
the reality of the capitalist perspective, the atomization of “nothing” replacing the 
atomization of “something”, the existence as a commodity phantom as the only means of 
but also the destroyer of survival. And without the understanding, perspective, hope and 
daily practice of the need for a different sociality, the dominance of capital has become 
practically insurmountable; its rampage has become virtually unstoppable.
 The fate of anarchism is no more cheerful. In the struggle for sociality, it was 
defeated by the great nationalizer of extra-economic coercions and its sociality; thus, it 
also couldn’t surpass the sociality of capital. And just as the non-capitalist sociality, or the 
negation of capitalism by transcending it, was banished to non-existence on a social scale 
by the restoration of capital, anarchism also could not become a new hope over the old 
ruins.
 But the fact that something is impossible does not mean that it is not objectively 
possible, or even necessary. The ultimate surrender to the power of capital begins precisely 
when one thinks only in the particularity of the “what is”, not in the totality of the “what 
must be” demanded by the status quo. And it is not possible to completely eradicate 
from the society of capital the solidarity, the movement of the negation – moreover, the 
negation by transcending – of capital. It necessarily reproduces them.
 “Classical capitalist war.” But it must also be seen that “classical capitalist” is not 
a static condition, but a dynamic: a development beyond its own relations in sociality, 
internationality, productivity; dependent on property and commodity, living from the 
exploitation of living labor, it begins to eliminate property, commodity, living labor itself, 
without actually eliminating its own relations.
 Its inability to resolve its growing contradiction manifests itself as increasing 
dysfunctionality; this in turn forces the competitive struggles for the capitalist 
remnants to run wild to the point of risking nuclear war. But with all this, he is also 
saying that we must eliminate it, and also how to positively eliminate it, the system of 
capital. Something even more social, even more international, even more productive 
has to be created. In a different way, to be more: one must socialize, one must abolish 
the distribution of wealth as commodities, producing for the needs of free personal 
development, recognizing concrete efforts, and not dissolving them into abstract-general, 
socially necessary labor times, commodity values. The impersonality of the commodity, 
its universality, its negative internationalism, must be negated by transcending it: by 
opposing it with the concrete personhood of communism, its non-hierarchical sociality, 
its internationalism. Anything else personal can only allow dissolution in the impersonal 
relations of capital, can only transform it from a commodity phantom into a commodity 
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phantom. Yes, in principle: in the impersonal relations of capital we cannot escape from 
becoming the commodity phantom of its impersonal relations; but understanding its 
essence and the necessity of its abolition, we are already acting against the relations 
of capital, and we must complete this by liquidating the relations of capital. And it is 
through the complete liquidation of the relations of capital that we can become more 
than a set of commodity phantoms, more than atoms: we can finally be living beings.
 This also determines the tactics against the war of capital. The fact that those 
who enjoy the benefit and power of capital are coessential, that their security of existence 
derives from capital’s insecurity of existence, leads them to cling to the existing system 
to the bitter end. And from the masses of the subjugated, exploited and dispossessed, 
the wage-workers, etc., the existential insecurity of the existing system demands to 
become revolutionary proletarians and overcome this system, which is self- and socially 
destructive, which has outlived itself, which offers no future.
 This means, in the concrete situation, that those who consider themselves 
enemies of the capitalist order cannot voluntarily join any faction of capital, neither 
as an organization nor individually, be it a state called Ukrainian, Russian, Such-and-
Such-People’s Republic, a nationalist death brigade named after the man-eater X.Y., a 
political party which is proxy-imperialist out of social sensitivity, whatever. The main 
reason why it is not good to become voluntarily nasty followers of such bourgeois beauties 
is that it is the supposedly non-capitalist organization that is being liquidated this way. 
That is to say, if the plan is to thus rescue the revolutionary organization for better 
times, or to protect it from the “worse” capitalist faction - see the parties of the Second 
International in the period of the First World War - then they are voluntarily carrying 
out what they supposedly wanted to avoid. That is, they dissolve and decay into a faction 
of capital - if they hadn’t been in fact a faction of capital among the rest already before. 
The task against all this is to act as far as possible as a clear, non-capitalistic organization, 
moreover, with a directive of the negation of capitalism by transcending it, therefore as 
an effectively separate - even if “only” conspiratorially, if forced into a particular capital 
faction, army, etc. - and thus as an independent fighting organization. And from then 
on, the question and answer as to which fraction of capital is attacked and how here and 
now, must not be determined by the libertinism and demands of the other fraction of 
capital and the dissolution in it, i.e. not by the maintenance/restoration of capital through 
becoming the personification of impersonal capital interests, a complete commodity 
phantom. But rather the concrete possibilities and perspectives defined by the non-
capitalist directive, or rather the directive that negates capitalism by transcending it, in 
the concrete situation, in order to eliminate capitalism. If, in a given case, the capitalist 
faction called “Russian” attacks a given revolutionary organization, the latter must be 
defended against the former, it must be shot at. But without the group becoming a 
volunteer of the capital faction called “Ukrainian”, and above all without giving an iota of 
its theoretical directive in favor of capital; therefore, without giving room to opportunism, 
chauvinism, without “socializing” the Russian state and capital, its army, the privates 
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and the high officer corps within it, even once, by the name of “Russian”, into a separate 
race without the antithesis of capital and wage labor. Especially since the “Ukrainian” 
capitalist factions, which allegedly guarantee enormous freedom, do not want anything 
other than to grind or to devour non-capitalist organizations, sooner rather than later. 
Especially since, as an oligarch-capitalism functioning with the sociality of a backward, 
capital-deficient, state-financed (private) accumulation of capital, it is endowed with the 
same centralizing constraints and its extreme right-wing character as the Russian version. 
“Russian” proles killing “Ukrainian” proles, and vice versa until the final victory - this 
cannot be revolutionary defeatism, but only its negation. For revolutionary defeatism, 
as a component of the negation of capital by transcending it, also demands within the 
war between capitals, in addition to the tactics described above, the dismantling of the 
armies of the bourgeoisie, the promotion of desertions and disobediences to orders, the 
fraternizations of the inter-bourgeois wars, the aiding of deserters, the drawing of these 
masses into the struggle for the negation of capital by transcending it; so that they see the 
“government of the fatherland” for what it is: the personification of capitalist interests, the 
organizer of wars and famines, coessential with other governments, states, capitals; that 
they want not its survival, but its downfall.
 What can one say to the fact that in the “anarchist universe”, in addition to the 
yellow-black “anarcho-capitalist” counter-revolutionarism, there is also the yellow-blue 
“anarcho-nationalist” counter-revolutionarism, which collaborates with the Ukrainian 
state voluntarily, for the sake of the lesser evil, etc.? The fact is that in the “Marxistoid 
universe” the Stalinists, who are transforming from pale red to brown, and even to 
devotees of “Putin’s anti-imperialism”, and the UN-American Activity Supporting, 
But Only Pacifist & Democratic neo-Leninists - another mindless group of capitalist 
realpolitik – don’t lag behind in the counter-revolutionary cause. And the latter generally 
think of yellow-blue “anarcho-nationalism” as the end result of anarchism, that (around 
here) they can be no more than US-puppet Eastern-Central European liberals, thus 
proving themselves right and the legitimacy of their “real revolutionarism”. By contrast, 
the pro-Putin counter-revolutionarism of the Bolshevik-Marxist derivatives, in the name 
of “non-US, therefore anti-imperialist” lunacy and falsehood, or their useless pacifism, 
which leaves everything as it is, and lets capital’s wars continue, leads to the total rejection 
of the Marxian essence and of Marxian-based communism, for example, also on the 
part of anarchists. But the task is to reject all counter-revolution, whether it appears in 
anarchist or Marxist, pacifist or democratic dress - not to mention the extreme right. The 
aim is to understand, deepen and turn into daily practice revolutionary defeatism and 
internationalism against capitalism - and this is what this selection aims to contribute to.

 Nothing for capital!
 Nothing for the state!
 Everything for the revolutionary proletariat!
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Interview series with Andrew, a militant from Ukraine

Part one, 18th of March, 2022

— Could you start by telling us about your background before the war?

— I originally come from Kharkiv which is in Eastern Ukraine, just a few miles from the 
border, but have spent the last few years studying in Lviv. All of my family and relatives 
are from Kharkiv as well, and before moving to Lviv I spoke Russian daily: Kharkiv is 
almost entirely Russian-speaking, but as we are seeing right now, this doesn’t necessarily 
translate to pro-Russian positions. I’m a computer science major: partly because this is 
the only way to earn non-poverty wages in Ukraine and you might be able to emigrate 
(“escape”) at some point; partly because I enjoy low-level programming and technology in 
general, and am interested in the ways capitalist modernity determines the development 
of technology, while allowing for more liberating uses.
 Aside from this, I am interested in communism, and since trying to discern 
our communist horizons requires understanding capital and history in general, I am 
interested in the ways an emerging world market, a “second serfdom” and imperialist 
expansion have shaped the land I grew up in. I am trying to understand the ways in 
which we have been constituted, from the history of the slow and uneven capitalist 
modernization of the Saint Petersburg-Iuzovka-Odessa axis, to Soviet modernisations, 
and learning from the liberation movements that fought against the domination of the 
landlord, the capitalist and the bureaucrat.

— What was your reaction during the first days of the invasion? Were you surprised or 
did you expect a Russian military operation of this magnitude?

— Although I did prepare for its eventuality (packed up the most basic things and my 
papers, ensured that my family in Kharkiv had evacuation plans) I did not think that a 
full-scale invasion was going to happen. I assumed that Russia was going to conduct a 
mass disinformation campaign the way it did in 2014 before the Crimea and Donbass 
invasions. However, as it eventually turned out, the secrecy of the invasion plans made 
these “propaganda indicators” unreliable, and Russian media instead had to rely on long-
term disinformation campaigns that started in 2014. Checking the Russian state media 
on a daily basis and not seeing any significant uptick in provocations, I thought that the 
troops stationed near the border might be used as leverage to get Ukraine and NATO 
to negotiate terms more acceptable to Russia. Overall, there were a few people that 
overreacted to every single new satellite photo of Russian military bases, but the majority 
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became used to the fact that Russia has been waging a war in the east, and has always 
wanted much more.
 But more fundamentally, I think nobody could have been prepared for what was 
to come. Even if you pointed out that the Russian invasion has already been going on for 
eight years, even if you saw the daily life governed by the accumulation of blood-soaked 
commodities and imperial ambitions as an ongoing civil war, nothing could prepare you 
for that early morning when the air raid sirens finally burst through the fog of the dream. 
First, words penetrated my half-conscious mind and exploded inside, as I wasn’t yet 
sure about the scale of things. “Every military airport has been destroyed”, I heard and 
remembered all the maps with red dots surrounding the border, “tanks are in the cities” 
was still ringing in my head as I was quickly packing up my things. My body refused to 
cooperate, every single sound was intensified tenfold, and I couldn’t sit down for a second, 
scrolling through the news and texting friends as I was pacing around the apartment. 
This is the state I spent the next few days in, but eventually the Russian advance slowed 
down, and many people calmed down with it.
 My family was lucky enough to drive out of Kharkiv in the early morning after 
the first sirens, and after my friends crossed the Polish border, I joined my family and we 
are still in Western Ukraine, in relative safety, together with some relatives that were able 
to evacuate from Kharkiv a few days later. Since I’m draft-eligible, staying in Ukraine is 
the only option for me. We are not yet sure about our further actions, this depends on 
how long this war is going to last and whether we’ll have a home to return to.

— One could say that a war marks a stop in the normal course of life and the emergence 
of the exception. In your opinion, to what extent is the current situation changing 
Ukrainian society? Are the old political and social divisions being maintained and 
intensified? Or on the contrary, are we witnessing a rapid restructuring along new lines of 
division?

— Even those who haven’t learned the lesson that the state of emergency is the rule are 
seeing an obvious intensification of the existing lines of division. It is no accident that 
the people who remained in the occupied and encircled cities are disproportionately 
poor, and often old, although there are significant efforts to paint service workers putting 
out the fires and cleaning up the streets, all under non-stop shelling, as patriotic heroes. 
Elsewhere, people are sleeping in the fields due to huge queues at the borders and some 
are rejected outright because they have the misfortune of coming from Africa or the 
Middle East. Many have decided to abandon their work, so as the government tries to 
motivate people in the “peaceful” regions to return to normality, previously “necessary” 
and “logical” structures and apparatuses have become increasingly harmful.
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 It’s hard to deny that the current situation definitely serves the reactionary 
forces: the militarised nationalist groups are receiving more support and are increasingly 
“mainstream”, and progressive liberals forgot about their “struggles” and threw all 
the support behind the state apparatus. But I am also seeing many opportunities for 
radicalization as the army and the police, by conscripting people and not allowing men 
out of the country, by arresting and killing looters, are exposing their interest in the 
protection of the law itself, not in our survival. Once you understand that the system 
we live in is the cause of this horror, that it feeds from this violence, once you feel it 
with your own skin, it’s really hard to listen to people painting Ukrainian suffering as 
permanent and suggesting political half-measures.
 The Ukrainian government and the media paint the invasion as a “natural”, 
mythical occurrence. The minister of health easily transitioned from reporting the 
numbers of people infected and killed by Covid, to reporting the numbers of murdered 
children. The war and the pandemic are thus divorced from normality, their causes 
and consequences from the constitution of the state itself and the world at large: these 
are uncontrollable cataclysms. The mass murder of the Ukrainian civilian population 
is described as non-political, it originates from an inhuman, genetic and contagious 
population of Russian “orcs”. The Ukrainian state is merely trying to survive here, and it 
is treason to not throw your body to protect it.
 What further characterises the present situation, after an intentional 
misattribution of its causes (“war can’t potentially be a part of normality, fascism isn’t a 
constant in a liberal democracy, it’s outside of it”) is the total absence of solutions among 
nationalists and liberals. Calls for reparations (themselves just disguised calls for mass 
genocide of “guilty” Russians), calls for Putin to be assassinated, show that the imperial 
layout of the world is expected to be eternal, we can only hope for slight redistributions. 
Financial help for Ukraine is important, but expectations of Ukraine experiencing 
an economic revival due to “high patriotism” and “national unity” after the war are 
groundless. These are all simply non-solutions since this war is inextricably bound up 
with capital and isn’t just an error in its normal functioning. And while a peace treaty or 
Putin’s death might stop this war here and now, they won’t prevent Russia from policing 
the post-USSR region in the future.
 Only a mass movement on both sides of the frontline and in the armies 
themselves, originating from a spark we might not be able to expect right now, will be 
able to put a stop to the world which has brought war so close to the imperial core for 
the first time in years. I reject the categories of innocence and guilt that serve to justify 
xenophobia and genocide, we should instead seek to expand the islands of civilian 
resistance and construct universalist communities. Imperialism can’t be separated 
from the economic nationalism driving it, and the management of populations 
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which abandons millions to death from Covid, war, or climate change is the mode 
of governance under which we live, and both can only be overcome in a revolution 
constructing a radically new world.

— My question may seem naive to you, but what remains of the Euromaidan movement 
of 2013? Has the bottom-up mobilisation of a growing percent of the population 
reactivated it in some way? The war of annexation between Russia and Ukraine is 
embedded in earlier events. With the Orange Revolution in 2004, and then with Maidan 
in 2014, Ukraine has witnessed two consequent movements that led to the fall of the 
pro-Russian regime. Could you quickly go back over the history of Ukrainian social 
movements of the last two decades and in particular the ways in which Putin’s regime 
firmly opposed them?

— I don’t think that the Euromaidan movement should be the starting point to analyse 
the current situation. The 2004 protests are still trapped in the role of a “progressive 
anti-corruption movement”. What is today called the “Orange Revolution” also mobilised 
nationalist tropes in an attempt to define a distinct Ukrainian identity. Moreover, it 
deeply embedded the idea that corruption is the cause of Ukrainian stagnation, rather 
than simply one of the symptoms of low profitability in a post-socialist state. I think any 
left movement that considers corruption to be the main target of its struggle is fighting an 
already lost battle on the enemy’s terrain.
 After a relatively peaceful Orange Revolution that was always only directed at 
recognizing electoral results, the winter events of 2013-14 have shown that there can be 
a mass movement capable of fighting the police in the post-USSR region. Euromaidan 
itself cannot be easily classified. The claims of the protest were multiple and the very 
conflictual character of the movement was intensified in step with the increasingly violent 
police repression of demonstrations. The protesters were not all right-wing militants, but 
one cannot deny that many of them ended up agreeing with relatively small nazi groups 
and that they were influenced by their tactics in the street, as well as their discourse.
 After Maidan, right-wing rhetoric continued to move into the mainstream, all 
the more as many liberals found it appropriate to proudly “reappropriate” Putin’s claims 
about Ukraine being full of “Bandera fans”. I’m relatively pessimistic as to the prospects 
of structures of solidarity emerging after the uprising. Post-Maidan history is a great 
example of the manner in which right-wing militias have been able to consolidate their 
power in the streets, establishing strong connections to and even a presence within the 
army, police and the state – while the various anarchist groups have slowly disappeared or 
even turned patriotic themselves.
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 Maidan and the subsequent Russian invasion in the Donbass lead to the 
emergence of a giant volunteer network. Then as now, political initiatives directed 
towards the strengthening of the military are seen as extremely popular. These often 
apolitical networks have ended up equipping right-wing battalions, which have set up 
their own training centres. They also actively recruit young people, all too eager to beat 
up queer people in the streets.
 What you won’t see in any of today’s war coverage, always praising Ukrainian 
military performance, and what people generally don’t understand, is that the 
training, maintenance and arming of the Ukrainian army, along with the IMF’s credit 
requirements, are the structural cause behind the gutting of hospitals, schools and 
universities, as well as poverty-level pensions and the lack of public sector wage increases. 
Austerity is the future that awaits Ukraine if it’s ever accepted into the EU.
 After Maidan, radical political action has been constrained to either participation 
in one of the army-adjacent militias or struggles for rights. Without abandoning the most 
basic radical positions of helping refugees as well as Ukrainian and Russian dissidents, 
radicals today must work to break the image of a “patriotic war” that the state has 
constructed. With this war and its aftermath, we will see great repression on both sides of 
the border, and it is ultimately the refugees burning through their savings and collecting 
ever greater debts who will bear the brunt of it. The attempt to cling to the remnants of 
law and capital even as the tanks are rolling in only further exposes the fact that human 
reproduction remains a byproduct of the reproduction of capital.

Part two, 25th of March, 2022

— Can you briefly describe how the situation has evolved since our interview last week? 
What have you observed that is new?

— As the Russian advance stalled all across northeastern Ukraine, a few things became 
certain. The Ukrainian government is going to rely on volunteers to help the refugees still 
inside the country, and the lack of accommodations isn’t just due to the surprise of the 
invasion. With Zelenskyy declaring that a country-wide referendum would decide the fate 
of Crimea and Donbas, and an intensification of efforts to build an image of a successful 
war, the possibilities of peace settlement look even bleaker. Russian forces have halted 
their attempts to take the Ukrainian cities, instead opting for cutting off communications 
and encircling them. Block-by-block fights in Mariupol are an exception, where 
horrifying destruction and incalculable civilian deaths, alongside the non-stop shelling in 
the Kharkiv and Kyiv regions, show the price of a war of attrition.
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— Putin’s government appears to want to re-establish an imperial vision of Russia’s role 
and has been trying for a decade to set itself up as a regional gendarme. In your opinion, 
to what extent are the recent events part of a broader Russian policy towards the countries 
of the former Soviet zone of influence?

— I don’t think there’s been much of a “re-establishment” of Russian imperialism: it 
has continued along the same vectors, although, of course, with Russia having lost the 
position of the main Cold War enemy of the West. Rather than seeing the collapse of 
the USSR as a radical break both economically and politically, I think there has been a 
surprising continuity. Soviet republics have not only split off from the borders set by the 
USSR but have maintained their structure, together with their Soviet minority policies. 
Thus, disputes related to minority languages and political autonomy, previously routed 
through the central party apparatus (which has often delegated their resolution back to 
“titular” nationalities), have now lost their mediator and, if the minority in question had 
a separate state, burst into open war. Once we see the breakup of the USSR as a result 
of the slow development of existing lines of division, internal to the structure of the 
union, the lack of “revolutionary” change or nationalist outburst in post-Soviet states 
is no longer surprising. Autonomy at the level of state and party structures has been 
mirrored in a growing independence at the level of the enterprise, as each became more 
and more dependent on the market. Enterprises and forms of exploitation slowly adapted 
to the rapid change of global structures, with dissent first passing through established 
Soviet bureaucratic channels and later moving to the streets with the growth of surplus 
populations, as enterprises threw off labour reserves to reduce production costs.
 We are seeing two forms of Russian imperialism in the region. In Belarus and 
Kazakhstan, for example, Russia has maintained friendly relations with the ruling class, 
and the police and armed forces can directly conduct counterinsurgency campaigns in 
the entire region. Russia shows a slightly different face in Ukraine and Georgia, with the 
former’s inability to find a peaceful settlement with Russia spelling the definite end of 
the union project and both moving out of the zone of Russian influence since then. Not 
wanting to lose closely-integrated states whose unity with the new Russian Federation 
became a key issue for its developing nationalism, it has engaged in open warfare against 
both countries. Further exacerbating the issue and serving as an excuse for the invasion 
was the fear that Ukrainian uprisings might translate to unrest at the core. The Russian 
oligarchy, relying on the state for its monopolies on raw material extraction and energy 
industries, naturally gravitates towards exploiting the closely-knit post-Soviet region, 
which must shave off its profits to acquire necessary supplies. Thus, what’s at stake for 
the Russian ruling class is the indivisible goal of political-militaristic domination and an 
establishment of a rent-extracting empire.
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 Sadly, some anti-imperial analyses end here, with Russia seen as the threat to 
Western freedom. But we shouldn’t let the US off the hook either: without reducing 
liberalizations of the 90s to the actions of individual politicians, it is clear that it directly 
contributed to the collapse of the standard of living in every single post-Soviet state 
and to the region becoming a breeding ground of reactionary politics. The US also 
contributed to the rise of tensions before the invasion and enjoys having one more excuse 
to ramp up military budgets. History shows that profit-making has often defied skull-
measuring narratives of ‘oriental’ and inherently anti-Western Russia. It is enough to 
remember France and Britain happily fighting alongside an autocratic Russia in WWI, 
sending the Russian expeditionary forces to camps once they started forming soldier 
committees after hearing about the Revolution, with France disappointed there wasn’t 
a strong Russia afterwards to support the division of Germany. The US didn’t pursue 
its policy of national self-determination when it came to the Russian Empire, hoping to 
cooperate with the Bolsheviks, and in more recent history, supported Gorbachev up until 
the demise of the USSR became certain.

— After almost a month of war, what is the relationship between the Ukrainian 
government and the nationalist factions?

— It is clear that Zelenskyy’s government, despite all the talk of “pro-Russian” leanings 
throughout his presidency, is trying to navigate the dangerous waters of peace talks 
carefully. Although nationalists and nazis aren’t in charge of the Ukrainian state and have 
never enjoyed sizable political support, they have established themselves firmly in the 
regular army and various militias. With the Russian invasion as the greatest populariser 
of Ukrainian nationalism and new weapons flowing in, militias’ leaders might be willing 
to test their power if Zelenskyy ever flinches.
 The relation of nationalism to the Ukrainian state is more complex, though. 
Like any nation-state, it tries to reconcile contradictory historical narratives and project 
all opposition onto the plane of democracy, depoliticising it. This ends up collapsing 
any historical difference into a story of a united nation that’s finally liberated from the 
eternal Russian Empire, without any questioning of the radicality of the transition out 
of it. Bohdan Khmelnytsky, Simon Petliura, and Stepan Bandera thus coexist with the 
image of Ukrainians liberating the concentration camps. Defending only the liberal side 
of this state is impossible, for its maintenance will necessitate fascist violence whenever 
order is threatened. To strengthen national unity, democracy will have to be suspended 
and parties banned. A stagnating economy calls forth parodic violence, and sadism gets 
mixed in: looters are undressed and taped to telephone poles. Since a nation’s health is 
at stake, labour rights can be limited, and language is enough to make you a suspect. 
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Against nationalist history, our historical method is not one of empathy. Constructing 
monuments for the oppressed does not mark the end of the state. Neither are we driven 
by curiosity or a search for parallels. The only parallel between us and the people buried 
and forgotten by the state is that we are still fighting for the world to come, against the 
world that is. Any social movement challenging it will have to explode the contradictions 
propelling Ukrainian civil society forward.

— What could be the means of a politics that refuses Russian authoritarianism as much 
as the dictatorship of the economy coming from the West? In the years to come, would 
this be a position that could be heard in Ukraine and shared en masse?

— Without abandoning a “no war but class war” position, it might still be hard to 
envision a larger strategy beyond the immediate relief efforts. The situation we are facing 
right now is highly complex, and an almost complete absence of revolutionary solidarity 
networks in Ukraine greatly reduces the number of options on the ground: sometimes 
volunteering to fight might be a safer option than continuing to hide out. Therefore I 
appreciate comrades sharing their debates on this issue and collectives understanding the 
importance of real actions of solidarity.
 In formulating a coherent strategy, one might be tempted to postpone social 
struggle to more peaceful times. Indeed, quite a lot depends on the result of this war, and 
it’s still hard to predict whether Ukraine has a possibility of becoming a “neutral” state 
or if we are only at the beginning of a long war of attrition. It’s increasingly clear that 
the war’s consequences are going to be international, with the Global South set to suffer 
another major blow to its food security two years after the Covid-19 shock. However, 
we should not succumb to a peace-war binary that, in the end, only serves to defend 
governments’ declaration of the state of emergency. The protracted Donbass war being 
used to justify lack of action against reactionary violence back home and the Ukrainian 
state being able to suppress any dissent by simply declaring it to be “pro-Russian” have 
once again proven this. We can’t wait for an appropriately democratic, stable capitalism, 
we should adapt to the catastrophe and seek ways to expand the possibilities of its non-
reproduction here and now.
 Beyond just accepting and settling refugees, we should be building long-term 
solidarity structures to prepare for the food and climate crisis. We have to oppose the 
militarization of the Global North, perfectly aware that these weapons are going to 
rain down on refugees so “different,” so “alien” to our civilization. However, sabotaging 
heavily guarded weapons shipments to Ukraine might not be the best way to undermine 
the Ukrainian defences and the army’s popularity. We should support mass desertions 
and mutiny on both sides as the only realistic way to stop conscriptions and break the 
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atomicity of draft evasion. We should counter the image of a successful campaign that 
Ukraine is constructing: this war is unwinnable, and every minute of denying it kills 
more and more people. Patriotic proclamations do not help the newly drafted soldiers, nor 
do they help the people that can’t evacuate from the slowly encircled and shelled cities, 
which, authorities assure, “are never going to fall.” A historical example of the Deutsche 
Vaterlandspartei suffices to prove that, as long as there exists a chance of winning the war, 
reactionary forces will mobilise for its continuation.
 We can’t continue analysing the situation just by looking at symbols and 
slogans, seeing fascism only when it is wearing a swastika and praising militias with black 
flags. In the former case, some might be motivated by an inability to see fascism as a 
necessary component of liberal governing techniques, in the latter, by a desire for a pure 
revolutionary subject. An already-conscious subject can’t form, as much as some might try 
to circumvent the problem of composition by proclaiming the coming of the Messiah in 
a demandless struggle, while others still hope for a red democratic hegemony. We should 
confront our weakness head-on – conscious revolutionaries are just a drop in the ocean of 
any uprising – and see that it becomes our strength during the insurrection.
 Instead of celebrating the formation of a “revolutionary” self-defence sotnia in 
a modern-day re-enactment of Zaporozhian Sich during another Maidan, we should 
question the fetishism of militancy amongst our comrades. Forming a masculine street 
gang centred on the myth of violence is not the only way to combat fascism, and fighting 
in the regular army is definitely not the way to defeat the state. We should oppose anyone 
trying to turn an insurrection into a “serious” affair and those who perpetuate property 
and gender divisions in the unsafety of a square occupation. So as not to blindly support 
movements that present themselves as “anti-political,” we must distinguish the uses to 
which different tactics are put, because barricades, Molotov cocktails, and occupations 
aren’t revolutionary in and of themselves. Trying to “convert” reactionary movements 
and reclaiming nationalist narratives doesn’t help the cause. Whereas Ukrainian cossacks 
have left their wives and families back home to join a democratic mercenary state, we 
are interested in constructing universalist communities that fight against the divisions of 
the present. The success of an anti-war movement in Ukraine depends on our ability to 
escape the nationalist traps of organisation and to withstand the inevitable repression.

Part three, 1st and 2nd of April, 2022

— Has the situation developed in any interesting ways in the last week? 

— Although the advance has slowed down and the weeks are more alike, one noticeable 
change has occurred. First, news of the Ukrainian army’s successful counter attacks 
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around Kyiv and that Russia dropped some of its peace talk requirements has bolstered 
the image of a successful Ukrainian military campaign. After Russia announced that it 
would scale back military efforts around Kyiv the Ukrainian public began celebrating 
a war that’s “already won.” It is still unclear how engaged Russia is in the peace talks 
or whether they’re a temporary distraction, just as the scale of the “retreat” remains 
to be seen. But we should look to the other side of this matter as well. Ukrainian 
defence continues to rely on conscripts and volunteers without any military training, 
while NATO prepares a never-ending supply of weapons. Success on the frontlines 
will reinforce the image of normality behind them and refugees will have to settle for 
a catastrophe as aid slowly disappears. People in the encircled cities will still have to 
hide from daily bombings and Russia will likely use freed-up forces to reinforce other 
directions of attack. Unlike those eager to defend the false dichotomy between war and 
peace, we know this isn’t over yet.

— We have learned that the Ukrainian government, in the name of a state of emergency 
and using martial law, has enacted a series of laws that severely restrict employees’ rights. 
Employers can increase the working week from 40 to 60 hours, shorten vacations or 
cancel extra vacation days. Are you afraid that all this will serve as a basis for a more 
radical transformation of labour law and trade unions in the name of war?
— Prior to the war, Ukraine already had a high unemployment rate floating around 10%, 
with a labour force participation rate of 65% in 2021. The issues of a highly uncertain 
future raised by the heavy student presence at Euromaidan have only been exacerbated 
due to further gutting of the universities, among many other public sector austerity 
programs. High informal employment rates for all age groups and non-existent pensions 
meant there was no way out of poverty for most of the population. In a stagnating and 
hopeless country, you knew your plans wouldn’t materialise, but they collapsed slowly 
and allowed you to pretend there were options and guarantees. War, however, completely 
disorients you, making you feel utterly powerless as you are thrown into a sea of new 
incalculable probabilities, with everything lost and everyone confused. A month in, I 
am still not sure whether I’ll ever be able to speak of the “after” of this war. It is future-
destroying, not only by burning up precious stock market options and millions of careers 
but on a cosmological scale too. As comrades are swept into the ranks of another patriotic 
army, not only overwhelmed by the tradition of dead generations but celebrating its 
repetition, the possibility of liberation seems foreclosed.
 That’s why I am afraid the “temporary” labour laws have merely formalised 
already-existing practices. Nobody cares much about proper legal conduct as millions 
have left their homes and employers have suspended pay. The system was slightly 
disrupted, but quickly adjusted itself and asserted its reign once again: refugees are trying 
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to find any work whatsoever, and exploitation limits can be dispensed with in such 
demanding times. It’s difficult to speak to the possibility of these restrictions continuing 
after the war. Still, it wouldn’t be surprising, considering the need to make the trickle 
of foreign investment find profitable industries. The unions are unlikely to oppose these 
laws, as there is almost no independent trade union movement in Ukraine, and official 
post-Soviet organisations are nothing but hollowed-out conservative structures. There 
haven’t been any strikes, even during the 2014 uprising, and largely patriotic unions are 
unlikely to undermine the nation’s war efforts.

— How do the events of the last few years in Ukraine fit into the recent wave of uprisings 
in the countries of the former Soviet Union? 

— Like any good revolutionaries, we should take our “cue not from the good old things, 
but from the bad new ones.” Though the development of the historical party is by 
no means an even and linear process, movements learn from each other. The January 
uprising in Kazakhstan marked the first occasion of widespread looting in a post-Soviet 
riot and was the first such uprising not initiated by a political event. Before that, people in 
Belarus had completely shied away from looting amid protests generally directed towards 
fair elections. Ukrainian rioters in 2014 looted only the police and government offices 
and immediately returned the weapons acquired. Kyrgyzstan’s post-election riots resulted 
in looting and the police had to rely on the population to defend the looted stores. The 
question of the influence that the Kazakh uprising, one of many in a long line of modern 
riots provoked by rising gas prices, might provide in terms of quick mass coordination 
and looting for the post-socialist rioters remains open.
 Looking at the post-Maidan events in Ukraine, it is difficult not to be swallowed 
up by depression. Nationalist marches and law-correcting riots have attracted more liberal 
crowds, and even Covid restrictions haven’t provoked any significant mobilisation. The 
only protests that dared to come out amid the state gutting the hospitals and abandoning 
any virus containment efforts were a few entrepreneurs demanding the lifting of the latest 
restrictions. As much as we’d love to proclaim the contradictions to have finally shown 
themselves, reality quickly sets in. You’re riding the bus and listening to a radio report on 
the sudden outbreak of Covid among bus drivers. Sometimes you see old German ads, 
still plastered on windows in the second hand buses. Complete silence is only interrupted 
by sudden screams when the next person discovers that the stop button is no longer 
working. For several hours at night, though, when the cop-conductor shift is over, you 
can drive the tram for free.
 Belarusian railway line sabotages and occasional Russian desertions show the 
strength of disruption that is disinterested in democratic mobilisation. The question posed 
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by radicals was never the right question: “should we be sabotaging the death machine?”, 
as if a radical endorsement would immediately mobilise the population. But the question 
always had an answer: “life wouldn’t make sense if there weren’t interruptions in the 
circuits of generalised commodity production.” Ukrainian draft evasion remains atomised 
for now, unable, with its natural silence, to destroy the patriotic nation massacring the 
population in its name.
 The process of that generalised war that we call the real movement might be 
difficult to discern before the rupture, but we still can see the reverberations of the 
silenced revolt. Atomised looting in cities all across Ukraine are met for now with self-
policing opposition of the citizenry. But in breaking into vending machines and kiosks 
those excluded from the process of capital valorisation show the scale of their hatred. The 
kiosks symbolise capital’s total domination of our landscapes: an optimised vehicle for 
commerce that limits any movement of the person inside, often located in the middle of a 
Soviet boulevard, the scale of which Haussmann couldn’t have dreamed of. The vending 
machines are the dream of automation denied: free time is nothing but a curse. For now, 
the image of Ukrainian politics is that of the production of social democrats without a 
social democracy, although the fault lines are already showing themselves.
 Taking this social democratic view at its face value, Mike Davis’ description of 
the blindness of the ruling class is useful. Given his apocalyptic picture of billionaires 
destroying “all the good things of the earth,” with greed no longer needing the long-
winded justifications of the spectacle, it is hardly surprising that the political class, forced 
to maintain a global system destroying their own domestic economy, is disorganised 
and confused. Although it suggests that individual policies or politicians are the cause of 
increasingly visionless imperialism caught in the storm of progress, his analysis identifies 
the present problem. It is our own times that Benjamin had in mind, citing Fuchs, as 
he looked through the dead remains of the workers’ movement for signs of materialist 
thought:
 Decadent times and sick brains also incline toward grotesque representations. 
In such cases the grotesque is a shocking reflection of the fact that for the times and 
individuals in question, the problems of the world and of existence appear insoluble.
 Davis’ depressing alternative to the unsuccessful “channelling” of “energies 
generated by Occupy, BLM and the Sanders campaigns” is to call for a 21st-century 
propaganda of the deed, as if they could blunt the repression or abolish war. We refuse to 
resign ourselves to imagining the redemption of the Jewish people in the assassination of 
a long-retired Petliura. Nor are we satisfied with a slight rebalancing of financial power on 
top of a radicalised nationalist movement as a solution to Ukrainian suffering. Instead, 
starting with hopelessness as the basic descriptor of our era, we must try to map the dark 
way out of it.
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 The remnants of the workers’ movement obscure our view. Instead of trying 
to reanimate its corpse, we have to look toward the manifestations of negativity 
around us. If a society of employed workers, each at the mercy of individual capital, 
called forth the strategy of the strike and self-management, in the end only producing 
a society of generalised unemployment, what does the revolution look like for us? 
Through the elimination of jobs, increased labour-power mobility, and various forms 
of pseudo-employment, exploitation is now a function of total social capital and the 
fragile capillaries of its circulation are what we will see targeted in the future. The same 
dialectical movement follows the recent history of citizenship: those who placed hopes 
in its universality have missed the rapid extension of the condition of the non-citizen. 
Even if every citizen is always a citizen-to-be, always suspected of the incompleteness of 
their status which they must constantly prove anew through continual examinations, 
one of the principal faces of the non-citizen remains the refugee. As the familiar national 
environment erupts into the very war it was supposed to protect them from, how could 
a refugee possibly trust the newly emerging political order that already rejects them? No 
longer subjected to the government and its taxes, the refugee starts to despise every border 
and the language of every product label, which both ask for a drop of their blood.
 As we are drawing up plans, making connections within the volcano of war, and 
calling for the storm of an uprising, only one question waits, as always, for a practical 
solution:
 What experience could ever match that of hiding together in the basement, when 
they shared their last drops of water and their last morsels of bread with each other? Will 
they be able to maintain the solidarity they demonstrated during the natural catastrophe 
as they undergo the societal catastrophe?
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KRAS*:
Anti-war struggle in Russia and in Ukraine 

 The current Russian-Ukrainian military conflict has led to a wild explosion of 
the most disgusting, cavernous nationalism on both sides of the front line. In Russia, 
they are calling to “crush” the enemy, in Ukraine - to fight for the “fatherland” to the last 
man. In both states, propaganda seeks to “dehumanize” the enemy as much as possible, 
and, unfortunately, many ordinary people fall into the trap set by those in power. Even 
many “leftists” and “anarchists” eagerly rush to support the bloodshed, intoxicated with 
patriotic rubbish.
 Unfortunately, this is always the case in wars waged by states. Suffice it to recall 
the mass hysterical processions that swept through the countries on the eve and in the 
first weeks of the First World War. Then several years passed - and the masses, enraged 
by hardships, deceit and suffering, almost did away with the world of states and capitals, 
which gave rise to wars... Now, alas, it is infinitely far from that. True, it also seemed so 
in the distant August 1914... 
 All the more attention and respect deserve the actions of people in Russia and 
Ukraine, directed against military “operations”, hostilities, destruction and bloodshed. 
The month which has passed since Russian troops invaded Ukraine already allows for a 
brief overview of the main forms and methods of anti-war protests.
 Let’s start with Russia. Here, from the very first day, mass demonstrations against 
the war began, which did not stop for two to three weeks. At first, they generally took 
place daily, and throughout the country. All of them were illegal and brutally dispersed. 
In addition to street meetings and processions, other methods are also used - hanging 
posters, drawing graffiti, posting leaflets and stickers, and distributing anti-war materials.
 In a number of cases, actions more radical in form were also noted. For example, 
in Moscow, student Anastasia Levashova threw a Molotov cocktail at the police on 
February 24; the court sentenced her to 2 years in prison. On the night of February 28, 
a military registration and enlistment office was set on fire in Lukhovitsy near Moscow. 
In St. Petersburg, a policeman was doused with pepper spray from a can. On the night 
of March 1, a police station in Smolensk was set on fire. On the night of March 3, a 
Molotov cocktail was thrown into the windows of a recruiting station in Voronezh. 
Throwing two Molotov cocktails at the Kremlin wall in Moscow was also reported. A 
police station in Krasnoyarsk was set on fire. On March 5, an attempt was made to set 

* KRAS (Confederation of Revolutionary Anarcho-Syndicalists), a Russia-based organization, is a 
regional section of the anarcho-syndicalist International (IWA-AIT). See its website at aitrus.info.
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fire to the military enlistment office in Berezovsky (Sverdlovsk region) with a Molotov 
cocktail.
 Most of the protests are spontaneous. In a number of cases, the bourgeois liberal 
opposition called for them, and on March 8, feminist organizations called for them. 
Unfortunately, not all of the protesters can be considered truly anti-war, that is, truly 
opposed to all belligerents. Among the protesters (especially liberal ones) there are many 
supporters of Ukraine; even NATO sympathizers have been spotted.
 The exact number of protesters is unknown, but at least the number of cities 
in which demonstrations took place and the number of people detained and repressed 
during the protests speak of the scale. In total, street actions were arranged in more than 
100 cities and towns. According to human rights activists, by March 13 alone, the police 
seized about 15 thousand people at these protests. Only a few are released simply “with a 
warning”; thousands of people are subjected to monetary fines or administrative arrests. 
Only in St. Petersburg alone, until March 25, the courts considered 3710 cases: 861 
people were fined, 2456 were subjected to administrative arrest, 123 were sentenced to 
forced labor.
 Some protesters face even more severe penalties - criminal ones. The new laws on 
spreading “false information” and “discrediting the army” carry prison sentences of up to 
15 years. In the month since the outbreak of hostilities, 60 criminal cases were initiated 
in Russia, one way or another related to the protests. 46 people were subjected to criminal 
prosecution (in respect of two - under two articles). Nine of them are in custody, three are 
under house arrest, and for two others, courts have ordered a ban on certain actions. At 
least five of the accused are outside Russia. In total, cases were initiated in 22 regions of 
Russia: Adygea, Tatarstan, Karelia, Moscow city, Ingushetia, St. Petersburg, Kemerovo, 
Tomsk, Tyumen, Belgorod, Vladimir, Moscow, Tula, Sverdlovsk, Pskov, Samara, Rostov, 
Novosibirsk regions, Crimea, Primorsky, Krasnodar, and the Trans-Baikal Territory. 
Criminal cases are being investigated under 14 articles of the criminal code - 10 under 
the new criminal article 207.3 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation on 
military fakes, 9 under article 214 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation (part 
2) “Vandalism motivated by hatred” (against at least three street artists - in Moscow, 
Vladimir and Yekaterinburg), 9 under article 318 of the Criminal Code of the Russian 
Federation (part 1) on the use of violence against representatives, 2 on charges of 
“justifying terrorism” (in Kazan and Petrozavodsk). In addition, cases of hooliganism, 
insulting a representative of the authorities, calls for extremist activities, incitement of 
hostility, storage of ammunition, inclination to riots and even desecration of the bodies of 
the dead and their burial places are being investigated.
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 In Ukraine, anti-war protests are no less difficult than in Russia. In addition 
to the repressions of the authorities, which have begun to ban and arrest political 
opponents and adopt terrorist laws (including punishments for “collaboration with the 
aggressor”, “looting” and “high treason” from 15 years in prison to life imprisonment), 
the conditions of hostilities themselves prevent protests. How to go to street actions under 
a hail of Russian missiles and shells that pose a direct threat to life? However, even here it 
is possible, based on fragmentary information, to present at least a general picture. 
 One of the most common actions objectively directed against the consequences 
of a military conflict is the so-called “looting”, numerous cases of which were reported 
from many cities of Ukraine. Of course, a variety of incidents are included in this 
category - from banditry, murders and robbery against the civilian population and 
ending with a real social protest, when residents of cities and towns, left without food 
and other essential goods, simply expropriate them in shops and stores. Such “popular 
expropriations” and “hunger riots” were noted both in cities controlled by the Ukrainian 
authorities, and in those occupied by Russian troops.
 There were attempts by the population to stop the entry of Russian military 
equipment into settlements in order to avoid destruction. So, in Koryukovka (Chernihiv 
region), on February 27, local residents came out to meet Russian tanks, stopped the 
column and entered into negotiations with it. As a result, they agreed that the military 
would not enter the city.
 On March 26, the mayor of the Ukrainian city of Slavutych held talks with 
the Russian troops that entered the city and agreed with them on demilitarization. 
He assured them that there were no soldiers and weapons in the city, and persuaded 
the soldiers to leave it. The Russian military “will not search houses,” but people must 
voluntarily hand over non-hunting weapons. Local Ukrainian authorities remain in 
Slavutych, to which the Russian side will transfer humanitarian aid.
 On the other hand, there is evidence that residents are also demanding that the 
Ukrainian military not place military equipment in their residential areas. A video of a 
similar protest from Kharkov circulated on social networks.
 Separately, it should be said about disobedience to orders and desertion on both 
sides. Unfortunately, there is no way to verify the reality of the many rumors circulating. 
The media mentioned low morale and little desire to fight in the Russian military units 
sent to Ukraine.
 The Ukrainian side claimed that about 200 Russian marines from the 155th 
brigade refused to take part in military operations, but this claim cannot be verified. 
There was another report about the refusal of the military personnel of the 810th Marine 
Brigade, stationed in the Crimea, to take part in the landing in the Odessa region.
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 There are other reports as well, very fragmentary, which do not allow us to judge 
the scale of the phenomenon. The mother of one of the soldiers assigned to a unit in the 
Leningrad region said that her son, like many others who were drafted into the army, was 
forced to sign a contract with the army. In January, the unit was sent to Kursk, then to 
Belgorod, and then they began to be sent to fight in Ukraine. “According to the woman, 
the soldiers are taken to Ukraine to fight, but some of them refuse, they are threatened 
with an article on desertion”.
 A contract soldier from Ufa, Albert Sakhibgareev, said that his brigade, while 
on exercises in the Belgorod region at the end of February, received machine guns and 
an order to fire from artillery mounts “where they were ordered.” The soldiers began to 
doubt that they were in training when return shots flew in their direction. After that, 
Sakhibgareev looked at the news on his mobile phone and found out that Russia had sent 
troops to Ukraine. A week later, he was beaten by an ensign, left the unit and returned 
home to Ufa. For desertion, he could face up to 7 years in prison.
 12 fighters of the Krasnodar OMON, together with commander Farid Chitaev, 
refused to enter the Crimea. The fighters of the Russian Guard explained the refusal 
to execute the order as illegal - none of the fighters was informed about the tasks and 
conditions of the “special operation.” No one agreed to participate in it. The fighters were 
fired from service.
 Several fighters of the Izhevsk OMON, after the destruction of their platoon 
with heavy equipment, left the territory of Ukraine and wrote reports on dismissal.
At the end of March, the former President of South Ossetia acknowledged that some 
of the soldiers recruited in this republic to take part in hostilities in Ukraine returned 
home from the front without permission. As reported, they are fighters of the 4th guards 
military base of the Russian Federation.
 In turn, in Ukraine, not everyone is eager to “defend the fatherland.” This is 
evidenced by posters seen in the early days of the conflict in Odessa. On them, white 
on black, the command of the Armed Forces of Ukraine sternly asks: You do not want 
to fight? It means you don’t love your country. Naturally, the very appearance of such 
agitation testifies to the fact that there are quite a few such “not loving” people. The 
Ukrainian authorities have announced mobilization and do not let men aged 18 to 60 
leave the country. Nevertheless, as comrades from Ukraine report, in reality, large-scale 
mobilization does not work, in contrast to 2014-2015, when mass raids on those liable for 
military service in Ukraine were commonplace. During the first week of hostilities, they 
tried to hand out draft calls at checkpoints, but this was later declared illegal.
 However, many men, just in case, try to cross the border with neighboring 
countries illegally. A BBC Ukrainian correspondent in early March said that at the 
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Mogilev-Podolsky checkpoint on the border with Moldova, “in every second, if not in 
every first car, there were men of military age who tried to go abroad, but they were 
turned around, with everyone there was a talk. As the border guard told me, some cars 
simply turned around, in some the women got behind the wheel, and the men left.”
 According to a deputy of the city council of Mukachevo in Transcarpathia, 
every day hundreds of men, contrary to the current martial law, cross the border with 
the EU countries for a lot of money. In Transcarpathia, this shadow business has already 
reached an industrial scale. The cost of a certificate and transition to Poland reaches 2000 
euros. In the Odessa region, the cost was $ 1500 per person. Edition LIGA.net, which 
has studied the “market”, names even dozens of times larger sums. More than 1000 men 
of military age were caught on the border during the 21 days of the conflict, according 
to the Ukrainian border service. Those fleeing the war are heading to Poland, Romania, 
Moldova, to a lesser extent - to Hungary.
 Of course, not all of the men seeking to leave the country illegally should be 
considered people who simply do not want to fight. There are many rich people among 
them, since finding such money to pay for crossing the border is not an easy task. 
Someone, perhaps, will sell everything, but the rich do not care. They start and provoke 
wars, and then safely hide abroad, leaving ordinary people to die and kill for them. 
However, what has been said also applies to the part of the Russian “elite” that has gone 
into emigration.
 As of March 28, more than 340 criminal offenses were registered in Ukraine, 
which “reduce the defense capability of Ukraine under martial law,” of which about 100 
are for high treason and collaborationism. More than 1700 male citizens of Ukraine of 
draft age have been identified who wished to illegally cross the border of the country. 
This was announced by the Communications Adviser of the State Bureau of Investigation 
Tatyana Sapyan. Only in the last 24 hours, the facts of organizing channels for 
transporting people across the border were revealed in Vinnitsa, Chernivtsi, Odessa and 
Lviv regions.
 In an attempt to suppress desertion, the authorities submitted bill No. 7171 to 
the Verkhovna Rada, which threatens up to 10 years for men of military age who illegally 
left Ukraine under martial law.
 Finally, residents of the separatist Donetsk Republic report forced mobilization. 
Men are seized right on the streets, given weapons and sent to the front without any 
preparation. Those who can, try to hide at home and not go out. This is also one of the 
ways to resist the war!
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KRAS:
Italy: Against wars and those who supply them with weapons!

 In Italy, suffering under the oppression of the neoliberal and authoritarian 
Draghi regime, which has left hundreds of thousands of workers without a livelihood, 
suspended from work for refusing the forced “coronavirus vaccination,” anti-militarist 
demonstrations have not stopped. They became particularly active with the outbreak of 
the Russian-Ukrainian military conflict. Radical trade unions, anarchists, and other anti-
militarists see in it an imperialist war, in the unleashing of which both the Kremlin and 
NATO are guilty. They resent Italy’s military aid to the Ukrainian government and the 
supply of arms to the warring region. The authorities have the means to increase military 
expenditures while the masses suffer from starvation and are forced to live relying only on 
the distribution of free food by volunteers.
 The radical Union of Struggling Workers - Base Committees (SOL COBAS), 
which has been organizing strikes against the discriminatory “green passports” and the 
“sanitary dictatorship,” issued a statement “Down with and against the imperialist war 
in Ukraine! The enemy in our own house - the masters and their rulers.” The trade union 
United Grassroots Confederation (CUB) in Milan called for the mobilization of workers 
to fight against the threat of an expanding imperialist war and dragging Italy into it. 
Worker members of the USB union (e.g., at Pisa airport) refused to load transports with 
weapons that were headed for Ukraine. Anti-war demonstrations and rallies were held in 
various cities. 
 On April 9, a large anti-militarist demonstration was held in Turin. Its 
participants under red-black, red and trade union banners marched from Piazza Borgo 
Dora to Piazza Vittorio. After a long stop at the Balon, where the Murga collective held a 
large informational event, the procession, with a banner “Against war and those who arm 
it” in front of it, moved towards Porta Palazzo, the largest open-air market in Europe, 
where, despite various attempts at exclusive redevelopment, beats the heart of that Torino 
who struggles to live to the end of the month, lives by selling his precarious labor and 
can no longer pay the rent, the mortgage and the bills. In the middle of the fruit and 
vegetable stalls, many people stopped to listen to the many speeches that followed. 
 Murga put on a short but intense performance about military spending. A huge 
motto “Against all wars and those who arm them” was painted in the center of the square. 
The procession then continued toward downtown, stopping briefly in front of the RAI 
radio and television station to denounce the war propaganda that dominates newscasts 
and summaries, and to recall the letter of war correspondents who chose not to wear a 
helmet. After passing through Po Street, the procession ended on Piazza Vittorio.
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 Many political, social, trade union, queer transfeminist groups, squats, social 
centers, and struggle assemblies (including anarchists) took part in the demonstration. A 
street assembly was organized, affirming a firm rejection of all wars, all armies, borders 
and nationalisms. 
 The day of April 9 began with the announcement that NATO intended to host 
one of its 9 European innovation centers in Turin. On the other hand, Turin’s candidacy 
as the seat of the European regional office of the Defense Innovation Accelerator for the 
North Atlantic (D.I.A.N.A.), assigned to Great Britain, was rejected - days after Deputy 
Secretary of Defense Mulè visited Brussels to support Turin’s candidacy for the regional 
office. Anti-militarists are convinced that the fact that protests have been growing in the 
city has contributed to reducing Italy’s role in this NATO project.
 There remains a front against the construction of the Città della Aerospazio, 
a center of military industry promoted by the arms giant Leonardo and the Subalpine 
Polytechnic Institute, as well as against the presence of one of the DIANA centers in 
Turin. Turin is betting on the military industry to revitalize the economy. An economy of 
death. Blocking the birth of a new pole of research, design and construction of military 
devices, preventing the placement of a NATO base in Turin is a concrete struggle against 
the war, as many speeches have said. 
 “The April 9 demonstration helped break the wall of silence hiding the decision 
to turn our city into a perfect weapons center,” says the communiqué of the Anti-
Militarist Assembly of Turin. - This is one segment of the anti-militarist path that feeds 
on the consciousness that the bases of war are a stone’s throw from our homes - where 
the weapons factories, the barracks, the military airfields are located. Many speeches 
advocated the importance of a general strike against the war, set for May 20 by the 
national assembly of the grassroots trade union movement. Since February 24, when 
Russia attacked Ukraine, the government decided to “oppose” the war by sending arms to 
the Zelensky government. In an orgy of Ukrainian national flags and rainbows of peace, 
armed pacifism came out, openly associated with one of the two imperialisms challenging 
each other at the expense of those living in Ukraine and forced to face death, bombs, 
fear and forced conscription. The government has declared a “humanitarian” state of 
emergency. This decision gives the executive branch extraordinary powers, giving it free 
hand to drag Italy into the conflict in Ukraine. Draghi has decided to further increase 
military spending and send troops to NATO’s eastern flank.
 “We do not support this,” Turin anti-militarists said. - We are not pro-NATO 
or pro-Russia. We reject patriotic rhetoric as an element of legitimizing states and their 
expansionist claims. Anti-militarism, internationalism, and revolutionary defeatism have 
been central to the struggles of the workers’ movement since its inception. Exploitation 
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and oppression hit all latitudes equally, the struggle against “our” masters and against 
“our” rulers is the best way to oppose state violence and the ferocity of capitalism 
everywhere. Borders are but thin lines on a map: nothing that only a well-armed military 
makes tragically real. Let’s remove them! To stop wars, it is not enough to say “no.” We 
must stand in their way. Starting with our city. To oppose a state of military emergency, 
increased military spending, sending weapons to the Ukrainian government; to fight for 
the withdrawal of all military forces from abroad, for the closure and reconversion of the 
military industry, for the opening of the borders to all refugees and migrants - this is a 
concrete and urgent front of struggle. A general strike, boycott and blockade of military 
bases and death factories!”
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ICT*:
No War but the Class War – A Call for Action

1. The Russian invasion of Ukraine is no isolated act. It is the beginning of a new period 
of imperialist competition which threatens more generalised war in a way not seen since 
1945.

2. No country today is outside the capitalist system. The intensification of imperial-
ist rivalry is a product of the still unresolved economic crisis of capitalism which is now 
decades old. In that time capitalism has been compelled to resort to many expedients to 
manage an economic crisis brought about by the fall in the rate of profit. What this has 
brought to the world working class is more intense exploitation, greater precarity of jobs 
and a continuing decline in workers’ share of the wealth they produce. Not only is this 
system leading to war but its insatiable pursuit of profit is leading to the destruction of 
the planet.

3. But globalisation, financialisation and so-called neo-liberalism, all responses to the fall 
in the rate of profit, ended up in the dramatic bursting of the global speculative bubble in 
2008. They have only spun out the crisis – not solved it. The contradictions of the system 
are mounting and no state is immune from them.

4. One of the most glaring contradictions is that the West transferred investment to low 
wage economies in the 1980s. The biggest beneficiary was China, which built its economy 
through the massive exploitation of its low wage workforce to supply cheap commodities 
to ease the pressure on the dwindling incomes of Western workers. This cosy arrangement 
for world capitalism though began to fall apart as soon as China’s economic rise began to 
compete with the US across the planet. A marriage of economic convenience hit the rocks 
and became more transparent after the speculative bubble burst in 2008, thus intensify-
ing the already existing contradictions of the system.

5. The bursting of that bubble would have led to a global capitalist crisis not seen since 
1929 if the states had not intervened to absorb the debts of the financial system. But 
quantitative easing has not solved the overall crisis nor has stepping up exploitation to in-
human levels. What capitalism requires is a massive devaluation of capital which goes be-
yond writing off existing assets and this requires generalised war. This propulsion towards 
a generalised war has been gathering momentum for some time. With fewer and fewer 
options open to the leaders of the world, there is less and less room for compromise on 

* ICT (Internationalist Communist Tendency), an international organization, follows the 
traditions of the “Italian communist left”. See its website at leftcom.org/en.
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what are “national interests”. The more desperate they become the more likely they are to 
use weapons of mass destruction which threaten the future of humanity (in even shorter 
order than the very real threat posed by climate change). In fact the menace of global war 
is bound up with the environmental catastrophe that is already taking place as a result of 
the accelerating depletion of natural resources and the destruction of the environment by 
an increasingly crisis-ridden system.

6. The one force capable of preventing this catastrophe, and war in general, is the world 
working class, whose collective strength can first paralyse the war effort, then overthrow 
the capitalist order. Wage workers throughout the globe share a common material posi-
tion as creators of the world’s wealth which lands in the hands of their exploiters. As such, 
they have no country and no national interests to defend. They alone are in position to 
create a new classless society in which there are no states, where production is cooperative, 
and designed to meet the needs of all and not the profits of a few. Thus the conditions ex-
ist for a world community of freely associated producers where people give what they can 
and take only what they need.

7. To achieve this the working class needs to get organised, or perhaps, re-organised. In 
the daily struggle against wage cuts, etc., workers will be compelled to form strike com-
mittees, elected and recallable by all workers, to unite their struggle. But this alone will 
not stop the capitalists’ attacks. Separate struggles in one sector or workplace are easily 
dealt with by the bosses and their union accomplices. Any strike committees need to 
unite into a wider class movement which can begin the process of overcoming the exist-
ing state.

8. It is inevitable that in this process some workers will come to recognise the dead-end 
of capitalist existence before others. It is imperative that the former organise politically 
on an international level in order to offer a clear way forward. This will not come about 
immediately, especially not after decades of decline in workers’ struggles in the face of the 
capitalist onslaught. However, the situation today in Ukraine is a warning of what gov-
ernments have in store for workers everywhere and we need to respond, not only to daily 
exploitation, but to the political plans of “our” leaders.

9. In the current situation of humanitarian disaster we have no illusion that a movement 
of the class can arise soon, even if history has now taken a new and desperate turn. We 
need to build something together opposed to both exploitation and war. Even if the cur-
rent crisis in Ukraine ends up in some patched up deal, this will only sow the seeds for 
the next round of imperialist conflict. The invasion of Ukraine has already thrown Russia 
further into the arms of China and rallied NATO and the EU around the US and its 
aims.
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10. Capitalism means war and it is capitalism that has to be stopped. We therefore 
propose to set up “No War but the Class War” committees wherever we exist and invite 
individuals and groups who oppose all nationalisms and recognise that the only war 
worth fighting is the class war to end capitalism and its bloody imperialist conflicts to 
participate in them. This will allow today’s scattered revolutionary minorities to combine 
their forces and take the message of our need to fight back to a wider working class.

11. “No War but the Class War” is an international initiative but not the International. 
That will only come about when the class war develops into a movement capable of over-
throwing the global capitalist order. It does, however, offer a political compass for revolu-
tionaries from different backgrounds who reject all the social democratic, Trotskyist and 
Stalinist politics of either outright siding with one imperialism or another by deciding 
that one or the other is a “lesser evil” which should be supported, or endorsing pacifism 
which rejects the need to turn the imperialist war into a class war, thus confusing and 
disarming the working class from taking up its own struggle.

12. Finally, we must emphasise that this is not a call for pacifism, which is basically just 
a plea to return to “normal”. The problem is about “normal” – it is the capitalist system 
itself which generates the forces that lead to war. Being against war without calling for 
the end of capitalism is like expecting capital not to produce profits without overthrowing 
the system of exploitation, when the latter is the necessary condition for existence of the 
former.

If these points are a broad summary of where you stand we would like to hear from you.

Comrades of the Internationalist Communist Tendency

Wednesday, April 6, 2022
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